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ABSTRACT

Dysprosium doped Calcium Sulfate (CaSC^iDy) had been first prepared by
Yamashita in 1968 with method based on acid evaporation in an open system,
which pose human health risks, corrosion and pollution to the environment due to
sulfuric acid vapor. It has found increasing use in various applications in the field
of radiation dosimetry due to their ease of preparation as compared lo many other
sensitive TL materials. Many researchers emphasized that the grain size and
impurities influence the relative intensities of the broad glow peaks as well as
overall sensitivities. In this paper, we introduce a new method of preparation for
avoiding all of these disadvantages and improving the main TL materials
properties, which required for dosimetric use. The main TL characteristics of
home-made CaSO4:Dy crystals with different concentrations are investigated
after the preparation and heat treatment conditions. The results indicated a
linear response from 5 u.Gy up to 10 Gy with the highest sensitivity obtained at
0.25 mol % and optimum sensitivity at less than 75 urn grain sizes. Three peaks at
137 °C, 222 DC and 311 °C were obtained. We conclude to use our home-made
prepared CaSO4:Dy with 0.25 mol % concentration for gamma-ray dosimetry as
more sensitive and cheaper than commercial phosphor (TLD-900). This will
increase the routine and research work in the area of TL dosimetry.

INTRODUCTION

From literature review, popularity of a thermoluminescent materials ( natural
or artificial ) as a dosimetry system based on the ease of dosimeter handling, the high
sensitivity, the linear dose response and greater accuracy llJ. But, there is no " ideal "
material with characteristics suited to general dosimetric application. Tissue
equivalent materials were generally of low sensitivity, whilst other materials of higher
sensitivity over-responded (without suitable filtering) at low photon energies (2].
Therefore, thermoluminescent materials with high sensitivity, low background, low
rate of fading, simple glow curve and flat energy response over a wide range of
photon energies are considered important for radiation dosimetry '3 .̂ These properties
depended on a number of factors including material preparation and readout
procedures. The influence of the preparation method on the intensity of TL emission
and response to type of radiation were discussed by several authors '4~9';
Dysprosium doped calcium sulphate (CaSO4:Dy) phosphor is one of the most
efficient phosphors prepared for use in wide-spread in various applications of
radiation dosimetry as its sensitivity dependent upon the concentration of l)y |l01

However, the problem that still face is the availability of cheap and accurate materials
for dose measurements, and tried to solve by many authors '' M2 '.
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Several years ago, Salah M. Kamal prepared CaSO4:Dy in Saudi Arabia | | ! |

The project indicated that CaSO4:Dy probably the least expensive TLD material to
prepare for dosimetry purposes. The results of this project, the wide variety of
applications, the needs of the radiation detection and slightly sensitive to light
encouraged us to plan for develop an optimum preparation and further investigations
of this material.

Developing a preparation method for home-made CaSO4:Dy and investigate
its TL characteristics with optimum conditions are the main objectives of this paper.
As well as, the protection of the adjacent environment and human body from acid
evaporation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials:

Powdered calcium sulphate dehydrate (CaSO4: 2 H2O at 99 % purity), highly
concentrated (98%) sulpheric acid (H2SO4) and rare earth material, dysprosium oxide
(Dy^Cb, 99 % pure) commercially available materials were used in home-made
preparation.
Instruments:

A set up for preparation: During preparation procedure, a set up for
preparation was constructed with many instruments such as; Local reflux condenser,
heater with magnetic stirrer, three scrubbers, Buchner funell, suction system, flask
system for distilled water, filter paper and porcelain crucible. Fig.l illustrates the
preparation set up constructed by the authors.

An electrical furnace: Also, during the course of heating, the TL material was
placed in an electrical furnace (A NABER muffle furnace D-2804, Lilienthal /
Germany. W-Germany), as shown in Fig.2. This system has a temperature control
range from the room temperature to 1100 °C with accuracy of ± 5 °C. It's heating rate
ranges from 0 to 30 °C /min, in 0.1 °C increments. The temperature inside the furnace
could be maintained constant for several hours within ± 2%.

Electric balance (type 2842 Sartorius GMBH, made in Germany), which
showed in Fig.3, with weighing range: 1-159 gm and precision up to 0.00 Img in
optical scale.

Mechanically sieving system: To study the effect of the grain size on the
sensitivity of TL material, mechanically sieving system were used to cover grain sizes
the range from less than 75 mm to greater than 180 mm. In order to choose the
optimum particle size, which give the maximum sensitivity.

Harshaw-4000 TLD reader: Fig.4 illustrates the reader with a linearly
maximum heating up to 400 °C by a platinum-heating element and a welded
thermocouple in the bulk drawer. The essential features of TLD reader are: 1] A
phosphor heating system, 2] A light collection and detection system 3] A signal-
measuring system and 4] A display and recording system. The reader has a precisian
temperature controller with a high degree of accuracy and reproducibility. All
operator selections and a graphical display of the TL profile are presented on a flat
panel liquid crystal display. Instrument setup, operation, and maintenance functions
are menu-driven for ease of use. A stable reference light source, consisting of Carbon-
14 activated CaFi (Eu), is located in the sample drawer, which may be used for
troubleshooting and verifying instrument gain and stability. The TL signal is
measured as the integrated area under the glow peak. It is represented by the total
charge delivered by the photo-multiplier (PM) tube during the readout cycle. The
pico-ammeter has output connections to drive recorders for glow curve plotting.
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New Method of Preparation:
To suggest our new preparation method, we incorporated two preparation

methods with focusing on the protection of the adjacent environment and human body
from acid evaporation. 1] Yamashita et al '4o ' dissolved 75 mg of powdered
dysprosium oxide (Dy2O3) in 250 cm3 concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Then the
solution heated up to 250°C and 34.4 gm of calcium sulfate (CaSO4: 2H2O) added.
The solution is evaporated in an open system at 300 °C until crystals of CaSO4: Dy is
obtained. Finally, the microcrystalline powder is heated at 750 °C for 2 hr. The
corrosion and environmental pollution is done due to the H2SO4 vapor. 2] Azorin et al
1841 dissolved 20 gm of Ca (NO3)2.4H2O in 255 cm3 of concentrated H2SO4. Then the
dopants, in the required concentration are added on the reagents thoroughly stir-mixed
in a flask that is connected to a sealed condenser system with a constant airflow as
carrier for the acid vapor. A breaker containing NaOH solution captures and
neutralizes the condenser acid. The single crystal is obtained after an evaporation
period of about 12 hr.

We made some developments for previous two methods to prepare CaSO4:Dy
at Military Technical College ( MTC ) laboratories :

1. Weight 10.8 gm from powdered Calcium Sulphate dehydrate (CaSO4: 2 H2O
at 99 % purity) by using an electric balance (type 2842 Sartorius GMBH.
made in Germany) as a base material and dissolving it in 200 milliliter of
highly concentrated (98%) sulpheric acid (H2SO4) at 200 °C / 2 hours under
reflux condenser.

2. Different percentages of rare earth material dysprosium oxide (Dy2O:,, 99 %
pure) :n the required concentration from 0.05% to 0.5-mol % are dissolved in
20 milliliter of highly concentrated (98 %) sulphuric acid at 200 oC / 2 hours
under reflux condenser.

3. CaSO4 solution and dysprosium solution are added after cooling, and then the
mixture was heated to 300°C/2 hours through magnetic stirrer to insure a
perfect homogeneous mixture.

4. The vapor evolved from H2SO4 during heating the mixture is absorbed in the
three scrubbers (which prevent the environmental contamination of H2SO4)

5. After cooling the mixture, we add about 200 milliliters from distilled water
drop by drop. Since the crystals will appear due to the poor solubility of
CaSO.,: Dy in water than in H2SO4.

6. The system is cooled and we make sure that no vapor of H2SCU is evolved,
then we remove about 200 milliliter from the solution carefully to insure that
no crystals is removed with the removed solution.

7. Repeat the last two steps five times at least to insure that the concentration of
H2SO4 is becomes as minimum as possible and to remove the traces of
sulphuric acid.

8. Set up a Buchner funell with two different paper above each other, and the
Buchner funell is connected with a Suction system to accelerate the filtration
and we filtrate the last solution and make sure that no crystals remained in the
flask.

9. The crystals are washed repeatedly with distilled water to remove all the
remaining acid. Check the acidity by Litmus paper, and when the crystals
become neutral, stop washing and then the crystals are dried in the electric
oven at 80 °C / 8 hours.
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Time
Preheat
Acquire
Anneal

5
40
5

Sec.
Sec
Sec.

10. After that the dried crystals are removed from the filter paper to porcelain
crucible in air and dried them again in a furnace at 200 °C / 4 hours, then
quenching (rapid cooling) these samples by switching off the furnace and
immediately taking them out on a metal block in condition - cold air. Then
sintering stage is helpful for the dopant ions to diffuse into the crystal
homogeneously.

11. The resulting powder was then ground manually in agate mortar.
12. The resulting powder was sieved for different grain sizes using a set of sieves

to cover the range from less than 75 u m up to greater than 180 u m . these
sieving were done to study the effect of the grain size on the sensitivity of TL
material.

Tests for best TL readout conditions: -
(1) For test the resulting powder, the samples were irradiated to a test y- dose of

0.1 Gy using a Cs-137 irradiator in the irradiation unit at Radiation Protection
Dept. NRC, AEA, Inshas

(2) After irradiation, the TL intensity of these samples were measured (using
Harshaw - 4000 TLD reader, USA) after 24 hours, in order to stabilize the
fading rate of the TL center in all the samples.

(3) For select the best read out parameters, the time temperature profile ( TTP )
were chosen as follows:

Temperature
Preheat : 100 °C
Rate : 10 °C/Sec
Maximum : 350 °C
Anneal : 400 °C

Irradiation Facilities:
The sources used for irradiation of the samples during this study were:

1] Cesium -137 (lj7 Cs) y- rays (/-energy: 0.66 MeV, T1/2 =30 years) and activity
equal 0.9487 Cl at irradiation room of Radiation Protection Dept., Nuclear Research
Center. Atomic Energy Authority, y - rays dose rate changes with the distance of the
sample from the surface of the source. At 2m y - rays dose rate was ~ 250 u.Gy / hr.
2] Cobalt - 60 (60 Co) y - rays (y -energy: 1.17. 1.33 MeV, T1/2 =5.3 years) irradiators
and activity equal 12000 Ci and irradiation chamber of 5000cc, at irradiation room of
the Military Technical College in Cairo. The dose rate of this unit is 6.02 KGy/hr at
the center of the chamber.

The lead shields provided around both sources are adequate to keep the
external radiation field below the limit per hour for radiation workers.

Sample Handling
Prior to irradiation, the crystals were thermally annealed to empty trap centers

produced by any irradiation. The annealed samples were then enclosed in cylindrical
gelatin capsules (with dimensions of 20 mm length, 7 mm diameter, and wall
thickness of 0.2 mm). In each capsule a sufficient number of the TL crystals were
contained. These capsules were in turn contained in plastic bottles (with dimensions
of 6 cm length. 3.5 cm diameter, and wall thickness of 1 mm) during the irradiation
process. These TL phosphors were always handled with a suitable forceps and never
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touched with the hand (for accuracy reasons). The phosphors were measured 24 hours
after irradiation for fading stability.

RESULTS AND DICUSSION

In this experimental part, the main TL characteristics of home-made
CaSO_i:Dy crystals with different concentrations through glow curve structure,
parameters affecting sensitivity and dose response relationship are studied after the
preparation and heat treatment conditions. In addition to selection of annealing
procedures and determination of minimum detectable dose for optimum prepared
material.

Curve Structure
In this study, a sample of the home-made CaSO^: Dy TL phosphor was

irradiated with 1 Gy gamma dose from Cs-137 irradiator . Fig. 5 shows the glow
curve structure of the phosphor. From this figure, it is clear that the home-made
CaSO^: Dy TL phosphor has three glow peaks one at 137 °C, 222 °C and the last one
ai 31 1 °C. where the heating rate in this study was 10 °C/sec. It is very important to
claril\ that shift in glow peak position can cause due to the variation of thermal
contact between sample and heater. The peak temperature depends on heating rate and
certain types known to decrease as the percentage of traps initially filled is increased.

Parameters Affecting Sensitivity
In this part, we studied the parameters may affect the final sensitivity, such as :

11 The effect of addition of dopant material /Dy2Oj/ to base material /CaSO4/
on sensitivity: Samples with Dy^O^ from 0.05 mol % up to 0.5 mol % were
irradiated with 0.1 Gy and measured 24 hours after irradiation in order to stabilize
the fading rate of the TL centers. The optimum concentration of Dy on sensitivity
was chosen at 0.25 mol%. Fig. 6 shows the effect of Dy concentration versus the
sensitivity. Fig. 7 shows the effect of Dy concentration versus temperature
positions of glow peaks.

2] The effect of grain size on sensitivity: Response due to the grain size was
investigated by irradiating samples of CaSO4:Dy (optimum concentration 0.25
mol % Dy2O3 by weight) at 0.1 Gy y-ray dose from 7Cs irradiator. It was found
that the optimum grain size, which has higher sensitivity, is in the range of 54 - 75
urn. Table (1) shows the effect of grain size in the range from 54 \im. up to 250
urn. on sensitivity of investigated samples.

Table ( 1 ) Effect of grain size in urn on TL- response of the home-made
CaSC>4:Dy (optimum concentration 0.25 mol % Dy2O3 by weight)

Grain size in (urn )

<75
75-90

90-120
120-180

> 180

TL response

7925 ±
6714 ±
6703 ±
6463 ±
5985 ±

(nC)

375
467
512
610
509
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We attributed the response differences to increase of the initial trap density with
decrease of the grain size.

3] The effect of heating temperatures on sensitivity, where the TL material.
Dy (0.25 mol % Dy?O3 by weight and 54 - 75 urn grain size) was measured at
various heating temperatures ranging from 200 °C up to 800 °C at fixed time, one
hour duration. These samples were subjected to a test y-dose of 5 mGy from Cs-
137 irradiator. The samples were measured after 24 hours from the irradiation in
order to satisfy electronic equilibrium Fig. 8 represents the TL sensitivity versus
heating temperature. It was found that the sensitivity increases with increasing the
temperature and has a maximum value of sensitivity at (400 °C) and then
decreasing with increasing the temperature until it reaches the minimum
sensitivity at 600 °C and then the sensitivity increases with increasing the
temperature. Therefore, the optimum thermal treatment of the home - made
CaSCUiDy phosphor is at 400 °C. Also, Fig. 9 shows the effect of pre-irradiation
heating temperature on the relative TL sensitivity and the changing in peak
positions. It was found that the main dosimetric peak is nearly constant.

41 The effect of heating time on the TL sensitivity: Samples of CaSO^iDy (0.25 mol
% Dy2Oj by weight, 54 - 75 urn grain size) were heated at 400 °C for different
periods of times (0.5. 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.5, 4.5, 5.0 ) hours, then exposed to test y-dose
of 0.1 Gy and measured 24 hours after irradiation. Fig.10 represents the TL
sensitivity as a function of heating time. The thermal treatment at 400 °C/ 1 hour
is the optimum treatment for the phosphor under investigation.

5J the effect of cooling duration on the TL sensitivity: of the home-made CaSO4:
Dy phosphor, three groups of the samples was thermally treated at 400 °C for one
hour. One group is allowed to cool quickly in ice, another is allowed to cool in air
to room temperature and the final is allowed to cool slowly in the heating furnace.
All these samples were cooled in its porcelain crucible. These samples were
irradiated simultaneously to a test y dose of the order 0.1 Gy, and measured one
day after irradiation. It can be seen from Table ( 2 ) that the TL sensitivity in case
of quenching in air to room temperature is the highest one. We attributed this
result to cooling in this way may redistribute the impurities and vacancies in the
crystal lattice and allows the formation of aggregates in this material.

Table ( 2 ) TL-response of the home-made CaSO4: Dy (0.25 mol %
Dy2C>3 by weight, 54 - 75 um grain size) phosphor as a function of the

cooling method after irradiating with a test y - dose of 1 Gy.

Cooling

In furnace
At room temperature

In ice

TL-response (nC )

1248.8 ± 116.7
2343.6 ± 74.7
1909.5 ±257

In general, pre-irradiation heating at 400 °C for 1 hour and cooling in air to room
temperature is the best condition for improving the TL sensitivity of the materials
under investigation. This improvement may find its application for y-ray dosimetry,
by decreasing the lower limit of detectable dose measurements.
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Dose - Response Relationship
This experiment was carried out to study the TL-response for the optimum

home-made CaSO^Dy, after heating at 400 °C for one hour at different doses. Some
samples were exposed to -y-rays in the dose range from 5u. Gy up to 10 Gy by using
the l j ;Cs y - source. Other samples were exposed to gamma rays in the dose range
from 10 Gy up to 50,000Gy by using Co-60 y - source. Fig.ll shows the TL response
as a function of the radiation doses in the above ranges. It is clear from this figure that
the optimum home-made CaSO^Dy has a linear response over the range of a
minimum detectable dose 5 |J.Gy to 9 Gy. Above 10 Gy, the response shows
supralinearity up to 5 x 102 which is followed by saturation, and then falling off
rapidly. Measurements were repeated 5 times for each dose and average percentage
error was found to be nearly 5.5% of the mean values.

We attribute supralinearity due to creation of new traps as an effect of the
irradiation. In supralinearity region, the TL detectors maintain the new sensitivity
even after the readout process. In order to restore its previous sensitivity, it will be
necessary to perform a complete annealing cycle. While, the saturation region
attributed to the decrease in the number of available traps. It determines the upper
dose limit for each detector, which is usually taken as 20% below the saturation value.

Annealing Procedure
The annealing procedure usually applied to eliminate the effects of previous

exposure after the irradiation and readout cycle, without causing any damage to the
phosphor and to stabilize the electron traps in order to obtain the same glow curves
even after repeated irradiations and thermal treatment. The samples were irradiated
using 0.1 Gy dose from 137Cs - y - source, and subsequently heated between 100°C -
500 °C for 10 minutes to find the best annealing temperature condition. From Fig. 12
it is clear that the best annealing temperature is 400 °C .

Minimum Detectable Dose: -
Minimum detectable dose (LLD) taken as three standard deviations from the

mean zero dose reading of non-irradiated samples of CaSO4:Dy (optimum
concentration 0.25 mol % Dy2O3 by weight). It was found very near from 5 u.Gy.

CONCLUSION

We conclude to use our home-made prepared CaSO^Dy with 0.25 mol %
concentration % DyiOj by weight, 54 - 75 urn grain size for gamma-ray dosimetry as
more sensitive and cheaper than commercial phosphor (TLD-900). This will increase
the routine and research work in the area of TL dosimetry.
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Figure 1 : Sealed system designed at Military Technical College to
prepare CaSO^ Dy phosphor.
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Figure 2 : A NABER muffle electrical furnace D-2804

Figure 3 : Sartorius GMBH 2842 Sensitive Electric Balance

Figure 4 : Harshaw-4000 TLD reader
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Figure 5 : Glow curve structure of the home-made CaSQ*: Dy after irradiating
with a test gamma dose of 1 Gy.
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